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Abstract
Designing organic saccharide sensors for use in aqueous solution is a non-trivial en-
deavor. Incorporation of hydrogen bonding groups on a sensor’s receptor unit to target
saccharides is an obvious strategy, but not one that is likely to ensure analyte-receptor
interactions over analyte-solvent or receptor-solvent interactions. Phenylboronic acids
are known to reversibly and covalently bind saccharides (diols in general) with highly
selective affinity in aqueous solution. Therefore, recent work has sought to design such
sensors and understand their mechanism for allowing fluorescence with bound saccha-
rides. In past work, binding orientations of several saccharides were determined to
dimethylaminomethylphenylboronic acid (DMPBA) receptors with an anthracene flu-
orophore, however the binding orientation of d-fructose to such a sensor could not be
determined. In this work, we investigate the potential binding modes by generating 20
possible bidentate and six possible tridentate modes between fructose and DMPBA,
a simplified receptor model. Gas phase and implicit solvent geometry optimizations,
with a myriad functional/basis set pairs, were carried out to identify the lowest energy
bidentate and tridentate binding modes of d-fructose to DMPBA. An interesting hy-
drogen transfer was observed during selected bidentate gas phase optimizations, this
transfer suggests a strong sharing of the hydrogen atom between the boronate hydroxyl
and amine nitrogen.
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Introduction:
Carbohydrates are the most abundant class of compounds on Earth and are responsible for
a wide variety of crucial roles: cellulose provides structural integrity, starch and glycogen
provide energy storage, oligo-saccharides are involved in protein targeting and folding, and
controlling cell recognition, and of course d-glucose provides metabolic energy for many
organisms.1–4 Malfunctions in d-glucose regulation in the body are related to many health
issues such as obesity, diabetes mellitus,5 cancer,6 cystic fibrosis,7 and renal glycosuria.8
Thus, having tools to accurately monitor saccharide concentrations in biological solutions
and the environment is of great interest to many.
Molecular recognition, binding, and signaling represent a chemist’s tools for communi-
cating with analytes at the atomic scale.9–12 Macromolecules (i.e., proteins, RNA, enzymes)
can sequester specific substrates and use concentration information to incite downstream
biochemical changes. Chemists, however, have only recently begun systematically targeting
analytes through molecular receptors to signal their real-time presence.13 Synthetic receptors
designed to target neutral analytes often exploit intermolecular interactions, such as hydro-
gen bonding; but in aqueous solution it is challenging to design receptor-analyte interactions
that out-compete solvent-analyte interactions.13
Saccharides represent a particularly difficult class of compounds to sequester in aqueous
solution for many reasons. References 12–32 represent a lengthy, but certainly incomplete,
list of past works attempting to tackle this very challenge. The first difficulty in sequestering
saccharides is they are structurally complex; for example, the most abundant monosaccha-
ride, d-glucose, has four stereocenters, resulting in a total of 16 stereoisomers. Furthermore,
aqueous d-glucose exists in rapid equilibrium between its two cyclized forms, furanose (five
membered ring) and pyranose (six membered ring); further still, each of these cyclized forms
exists in either an α or β anomeric form. Of course, all of d-glucose’s related stereoisomers,
such as d-fructose, also exist in α/β–furanose/pyranose forms, each in varying proportions
in solution. Not to mention that d-glucose (and its stereoisomers) represent examples of
3
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aldohexose monosaccharides; oligosaccharides and polysaccharides of varying composition
greatly exacerbate selectivity problems for molecular receptors.13
Additionally, by definition saccharides are poly-hydroxylated alkyl species most often neu-
tral at pH 7.1,3 Thus, exploiting hydrogen bonding interactions might be one’s first instinct
when designing an appropriate synthetic receptor for saccharides. However, encouraging
saccharide-receptor hydrogen bonding over saccharide-solvent or receptor-solvent hydrogen
bonding can be difficult. Nature exploits the hydrophobic effect to overcome this challenge.
Examining the crystal structure of E. coli glucose/galactose binding protein with bound
β-d-glucopyranose reveals a network of hydrogen bonding residues surrounding β-d-glucose,
and two hydrophobic residues above and below the ring plane. As β-d-glucose binds, water
molecules are expelled to the bulk, resulting in an entropic gain with respect to water.13,33
Several groups have used this scheme to design molecular receptors which incorporate hydro-
gen bonding as well as hydrophobic interactions to the carbon-ring, but these designs still
do not have high enough association constants to recognize saccharides in biological solution
or at dilute concentrations.12,14,24,34
It is well established that boronic acids bind to 1,2- and 1,3- diols covalently and re-
versibly with high affinity in aqueous solution.35,36 Ever since Lorand and Edward’s 1959
demonstration that monosaccharides (d-glucose, d-fructose, D-mannose, and d-galactose)
have high affinity for phenylboronic acid (PBA) in aqueous solution,13,37 much research has
been devoted to the use of PBA as the foundation for designing aqueous saccharide recep-
tors.13,31,32 As shown in Figure 1 in Ref. 20, the covalent and reversible binding of a diol
to phenylboronic acid can result through two pathways, either first binding of hydroxyl and
release of hydrogen followed by binding of the diol, or by binding of diol then binding of
hydroxyl and release of hydrogen.13
Photoinduced electron transfer (PET) has long been used in the design of fluorescent
sensors for protons and metal ions in solution,16,17 and has recently been employed in the
signaling of saccharides.15–17,19,25,31,32 In 1994 James, Sandanayake, and Shinkai synthesized
4
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a saccharide receptor and sensor by adding a tertiary amine connected to an anthracene
fluorophore as an ortho substituent on PBA, see Figure 1 and structures 1 and 2 in Ref.
15. As glucose or fructose were added to an aqueous sensor solution, fluorescence evolved
in a manner proportional to saccharide concentration.15 It was originally hypothesized that
binding of saccharide to the sensor induced N–B dative bond formation which prevented
nitrogen lone pairs from quenching anthracene fluoresence.15 Another hypothesis suggested
that binding of saccharide increased Lewis acidity of boron, making boron more likely to
coordinate a local water molecule, form boronate ester, and release H+.38,39 In this boronate
state, a strong hydrogen bonding interaction could then occur between tertiary nitrogen and
the hydroxyl newly bound to boron, thus occupying the nitrogen lone pair and preventing
quenching. Other results suggest exciplex formation between fluorophore units is responsible
for fluorescence quenching in the unbound state.40 Saccharide binding to the sensors has
been shown to increase sensor solubility and therefore cause disaggregation which allows
fluorescence to reemerge.40 However, in fact, more recent work by Anslyn and coworkers
has arrived at a unifying “loose-bolt effect” explanation for the fluorescence mechanism in
potentially all o-aminomethylphenylboronic acid based saccharide sensors.41 As Anslyn and
coworkers explain, nonradiative decay pathways may emerge via vibrational states accepting
electronic excitation energy; thus, high frequency vibrations from the -B(OH)−3 group can
quench fluorescence. However, upon strong binding of fructose, and other 1,2-diols, to o-
aminomethylphenylboronic acids decreases the number of high frequency vibrational states
and therefore decreases potential for this means of vibrational internal conversion, see Ref.
41.
Several groups have illustrated improved synthesis methods of such modular PBA sac-
charide sensors with tuned specificity for d-glucose.19,31,32 They were also able to identify the
binding modes for d-glucose, l-glucose, and d-galactose, to the receptor, but due to silence
on circular dichroism spectra, they were unable to identify the binding mode of d-fructose to
the receptor.31,32 Although Ref 31 was unable to identify a specific d-fructose binding motif
5
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Figure 1: Example fluorescent receptor with fluorophore. Sugar binding would take place at phenylboronic
acid sites, truncated receptors were modeled in this study.
to the fluorescent sensor, they illustrated that quantum chemical geometry optimzations suf-
ficiently reproduced relative energy trends observed for the other saccharides when binding
to a DMPBA model receptor. In order to tune future molecular receptors for the selection
of d-fructose, one must know how d-fructose binds to PBA receptors. Towards this end
we have conducted an extensive series of quantum mechanical calculations (as done in Ref
31) to identify the most stable fructose isomer with respect to PBA receptor binding, and
in what binding orientation. As alluded to, d-fructose exists in solution as an equilibrium
between four possible isomers (each at varying concentrations): β-d-fructopyranose (57-67%
in solution), α-d-fructopyranose (0-3%), β-d-fructofuranose (27-31%), α-d-fructofuranose (6-
9%). Bidentate binding of d-fructose to boron (i.e., two fructose hydroxyls form B–O bonds
to boron) may result in five total binding modes per isomer, resulting in 20 total bidentate
binding modes between fructose and the PBA receptor. Additionally, each d-fructose isomer
may bind to dimethylaminomethylphenylboronic acid (DMPBA) in a tridentate fashion (i.e.,
three B–O bonds to fructose), as such we have also investigated these six possible structures.
Investigating the fluorescence mechanism is outside the scope of this work, therefore to avoid
6
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unnecessary computational expense we have chosen to represent the saccharide sensor in a
simplified fashion, only treating dimethylaminephenyl boronic acid, DMPBA. The objective
of this work is to identify the most likely fructose binding mode to DMPBA which would
aid in designing boronic acid sensors highly selective for d-fructose.
Methods
Gas phase optimizations of bidentate complexes: dimethylaminomethylphenyl-
boronic acid (DMPBA) was taken as a simplified model of the PBA based saccharide
receptor, Figure 2. Twenty possible bidentate d-fructose+DMPBA complexes were hy-
pothesized and constructed using ChemDraw 15.0.0, Figure 3. From ChemDraw struc-
tures, SMILES codes were obtained for these 20 compounds and the National Cancer Insti-
tute’s online SMILES translator was used to generate three-dimensional starting structures
(https://cactus.nci.nih.gov/translate/). Stereochemistry of the starting compounds
were visually inspected and verified with VMD (Visual Molecular Dynamics).42 All QM
geometry optimizations were carried out with Q-Chem 4.3.43
B
HO OH
N
CH3
CH3
Figure 2: Model receptor, dimethylaminomethylphenylboronic acid, DMPBA.
An initial B3LYP/6-31G* geometry optimization was conducted in gas phase for all
20 structures to eliminate bad starting contacts. Given the true binding mode of fruc-
tose to DMPBA is not known, and that Larkin et al and others have observed, when
modeling bonds to boron, different functional/basis set combinations often predict differ-
ent relative stabilization energies among bonding patterns, we used a wide variety of func-
tional basis-set pairs to further optimize each potential binding mode.32,44 Thus, coordi-
nates from the initial optimization were then used for secondary optimizations with the
7
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Figure 3: All 20 possible bidentate covalent binding modes of d-fructose isomers to DMPBA model flu-
orescent receptor. For ease of reference, structures have been labeled a through t. (a - e) Row 1: Com-
plexes resulting from β-d-fructopyranose binding to DMPBA. (f - j) Row 2: Complexes resulting from
α-d-fructopyranose binding to DMPBA. (k - o) Row 3: Complexes resulting from β-d-fructofuranose bind-
ing to DMPBA. (p - t) Row 4: Complexes resulting from α-d-fructofuranose binding to DMPBA.
following functional/basis set pairs: M06-2X/6-31+G*, M06-2X/6-311++G**, ωB97x-D/6-
31+G*, ωB97x-D/6-311++G**, PBE/6-31+G*, PBE/6-311++G**, PBE1PBE/6-31+G*,
and PBE1PBE/6-311++G**. Final energies were taken from these secondary gas phase
optimizations and compared to determine the lowest energy structures.
8
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Implicit solvent optimizations of bidentate and tridentate complexes: Following
gas phase geometry optimizations, implicit solvent optimizations were conducted to identify
how effects of solvent could alter relative energies between the 20 bidentate structures. Sol-
vent Method 8 (SM8) was used to optimize all 20 structures in implicit water. Coordinates
were again taken from SMILES translated codes and initially optimized with SM8/ωB97x-
D/6-31+G** and SM8/M06-2X/6-311++G** (with “loose” electronic correlation grid, i.e.,
XC GRID = 1 and 75,302, respectively). The 7 lowest energy structures from the initial
“loose-XC grid” optimizations were further optimized with SM8/ωB97x-D/6-31+G** and
SM8/M06-2X/6-31+G** with tighter grids (75,302 and 99,590, respectively). Final energies
from these “tight-grid” optimizations were used to identify the lowest energy structures in
implicit solvent.
Six possible tridentate d-fructose+DMPBA binding modes were hypothesized and ini-
tially optimized at the ωB97x-D/6-311++G** level of theory in gas phase to clean up bad
initial contacts, Figure 4. The loosely optimized structures were then optimized in implicit
water at the SM8/ωB97x-D/6-31+G** and SM8/M06-2X/6-31+G** levels with grid sizes
of 75,302 and 99,590, respectively.
Results & Discussion:
Before discussing our results, we would like to comment about the intended scope of this
work. In order to accurately compare “binding motifs” of saccharides to a DMPBA model
receptor, ideally we would use explicit solvent simulations, in particular QM/MM (quantum
mechanical molecular mechanical hybrid modeling) free energy simulations (FES) to account
for entropic effects as well. QM/MM FES are incredibly computataionally expensive, and
with 26 potential binding modes, calculating the relatively lowest energy binding mode of d-
fructose to DMPBA would be intractable. As such, we hope to use the following results from
our geometry optimizations to identify those structures which are most likely to contribute
9
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Figure 4: All 6 possible tridentate covalent binding modes of fructose isomers to DMPBA model fluorescent
receptor. For ease of reference, structures have been labeled u through z. Structure u represents β-d-
fructopyranose binding to DMPBA, v represents α-d-fructopyranose binding to DMPBA. Structures w and
x represent two possible binding modes for β-d-fructofuranose to DMPBA. Structures y and z represent two
possible binding modes for α-d-fructofuranose binding to DMPBA.
to binding of d-fructose in equilibrium, and then move on to explicit solvent QM/MM FES.
Gas phase optimizations: Table 1 indicates there are six low energy binding motifs for
fructose isomers in gas phase: a, b, c, f, g, n, with b being the lowest in energy. Structure
g follows close with relative energy differences from b between 0.05 – 1.54 kcal·mol−1, de-
pending on functional/basis-set. The final structures of the six lowest energy compounds are
depicted in Figure 5. Given that b represents a binding mode adopted by β-d-fructopyranose
– which is the most abundant fructose isomer in solution at 57-67% – these gas phase data
seem to indicate that structure b is the most likely fructose binding mode to a DMPBA
receptor. However, solvent effects could stabilize other β-d-fructopyranose binding modes,
therefore we also conducted implicit solvent geometry optimizations.
Additionally, an interesting protonation state change was observed over the course of gas
phase optimizations. As can be seen in Figure 3, all bidentate binding modes were initially
10
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hypothesized to have tertiary amine N16 protonated by H18 with O20 existing as a hydroxyl
bound to boron, see Figure 6 insets for atom numbering. However, after initial B3LYP/6-
31G* gas-phase optimizations, the protonation arrangement changed for structures b, f,
and g: H18, originally protonating N16, moved to O20 following the initial B3LYP/6-31G*
optimization, leaving N16 deprotonated and O20 doubly protonated and bound to B, with
N16 and O20 tightly sharing H18, see Figure 5(b,f,g). As such, we sought to identify the
energetic penalties, if any, associated with altering the protonation state of N16 and O20 in
structure b. Thus we conducted reaction path mapping studies in gas phase.
Reaction path mapping in gas phase: To determine the energetic barrier associated
with shifting structure b’s H18 back to its initial position on N16, we conducted a reaction
path mapping calculation in Q-Chem 4.3. We did this by using a new feature in QChem’s
potential energy scan module (PESscan) in which one can specify bonds broken and formed.
Here, a defined reaction is carried out by restraining (via force-constant) the selected atom,
e.g. H18, at various points between the reactant and product states. This restraint is realized
by defining a reaction coordinate, rval = r1− r2, where r1 is typically the bond to be broken
(or lengthened) and r2 is typically the bond to be formed (or shortened). The rval is then
varied to “move” the selected atom along the reaction coordinate. For the H18 shift from
O20 to N16 in b, starting coordinates were taken from the ωB97x-D/6-311++G** optimized
structure, 21 steps were conducted at 0.1A˚ increments to move rval from a value of -0.6A˚
(-BOH2 N, the reactant state) to 2.0 (-BOH NH, the product state), geometry optimizations
were conducted at each step along the reaction coordinate restraining H18 at each given rval,
energies were collected at every step and are shown in Figure 6.
As can be seen in Figure 6, a local maximum was observed along the hydrogen transfer
at rval = 0.0A˚, and a local minimum at rval = 0.4A˚. The transition state energy (differ-
ence in energy between starting state and local maximum, ∆E‡) was calculated to be 1.40
kcal·mol−1, while the relative energy between the global and local minima was determined
11
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(c)
(a) (b)
(f)
(g) (n)
Figure 5: Final geometries of 6 lowest energy gas phase structures optimized in gas phase with ωB97x-
D/6-31+G**. Optimized gas phase geometries for structures (a) a, (b) b, (c) c, (f) f, and (n) n.
to be 0.88 kcal·mol−1 (it should be noted, the difference in energy between global and local
minima is ∼ 1.4kT, thus close to thermal energy, potentially indicating significant population
at either state). This suggests that the H18 could be tightly shared between O20 and N16.
Additionally, the relative energy difference between these two states (O-H vs. N-H) is still
smaller than the difference in energy between optimized structures b and g. Therefore, in
gas phase, b appears to be the most preferential fructose binding mode, independent of H18
12
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Figure 6: Reaction coordinate calculated by moving H18 from O20 to N16 in gas phase. As can be seen,
the transition state energy involved in this transformation is 1.4 kcal·mol−1 at rval = 0.0, and the difference
in energy between the global and local minima is 0.88 kcal·mol−1.
bonding, with g as the second most.
It should also be noted, assuming the PET explanation of fluorescence in these complexes,
complete H18 transfer from N16 to O20 (i.e. deprotonation of N16) would be contrary to
experimentally observed upon fructose binding (as deprotonation would free N16’s lone pair
and allow quenching of the fluorophore). Thus, we should emphasize that our gas phase
optimizations indicate strong sharing of H18 between N16 and O20, which likely would still
prevent fluorophore quenching by N16 lone pairs, not complete deprotonation. However, this
is why thorough investigation is also needed in solvent systems.
Implicit solvent optimizations: To identify whether gas phase trends in stability would
be consistent in solvent, we conducted implicit solvent geometry optimizations of all 20
structures. SM8 and gas phase optimizations agree with respect to the identity of 7 lowest
energy structures – a, b, c, d, f, g, and n – however SM8 and gas phase results do not agree
with respect to the energetic ordering of these lowest energy structures. Furthermore, within
SM8 results there is disagreement between functionals, M06-2X versus ωB97x-D.
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Results from SM8/M06-2X/6-31+G** optimizations (Table 2) point to c as the most fa-
vorable binding mode, followed by b, g, f, a, n, and d. However, SM8/ωB97x-D/6-31+G**
points to g as the most favored binding mode followed by b, f, n, c, d, and a. Momentarily
considering only SM8/M06-2X results, structures c and b, both β-d-fructopyranose modes,
are predicted to be close in energy, ∆c/b = 1.47 kcal/mol, which is ∼ 2.5kT. Thus M06-2X
predicts a majority of d-fructose binding could be represented by structure c with poten-
tially non-negligible contribution from structure b. However, according to SM8/ωB97x-D,
structures b and c are much closer in energy with ∆c/b = 0.36 kcal/mol < thermal en-
ergy, possibly indicating equal contribution from b and c in solution. Therefore, although
SM8/M06-2X and SM8/ωB97x-D do not strictly agree on energetic trends they do agree
structures b and c are both likely binding modes in solution. Furthermore, SM8/ωB97x-D
results indicate stable d-fructose binding to DMPBA could result from several orientations,
possibly explaining the difficulty in experimentally resolving the structure. However, the two
methods do not agree on overal ranking of the lowest energy structures. If one calculates
the difference energy between methods for b, c, and g, 0.52 kcal/mol, 1.31 kcal/mol, and
1.77 kcal/mol, respectively,45 illustrate an average inter-method ∆∆E of 1.2 kcal/mol. This
energetic disagreement between methods for the lowest energy 3 structures is < ∆g/b(ωB97x-
D) = 0.95 kcal/mol and ∼ ∆g/c(ωB97x-D) = 1.31 kcal/mol. Considering this, structures b,
c, and g could be considered isoenergetic when measured in SM8 water. Images of the SM8
optimized bidentate structures can be seen in Figure 7.
Interestingly, SM8 optimizations did not illustrate the same H18 transfer from N16 to O20
as was observed for gas phase optimizations. To test the penalties, if any, for transferring
H18 in the presence of solvent, we also conducted reaction path mapping with SM8 water.
Reaction path mapping in SM8 water: As can be seen in Figure 7, after optimization
in SM8 water, the H18 transfer from N16 to O20 as seen in gas phase for bidentate structures
b, f, and g was not observed. To understand why H18 would transfer to O20 in gas but not
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(a) (b)
(g) (n)
(c) (f)
Figure 7: Final geometries of 6 lowest energy gas phase structures optimized with SM8/ωB97x-D/6-
31+G**. Optimized SM8 geometries for structures (a) a, (b) b, (c) c, (f) f, and (n) n.
solvent, we estimated energetic penalties along this path again using reaction path mapping.
To do so, we took structure b gas phase reaction coordinates and re-optimized with SM8
implicit water, leaving the appropriate rval distance constraint on N16, O20, and H18 atoms.
Figure 8 shows the energy along this path, rval = -0.6A˚ corresponds to -BOH2 N bonding as
seen in gas phase optimized b, and rval = 0.6 A˚ corresponds to -BOH NH bonding as seen in
the initial structures generated from ChemDraw 15.0.0 and as seen in final optimized SM8
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structures (rval > 0.6 indicates shortening N-H bond beyond its equilibrium value). There is
a low energy minimum along this path at rval = 0.6A˚, which corresponds to an N–H distance
of 1.05 A˚, close to the equilibrium value. As can be seen, attempting to abstract H18 from
N16 in SM8 (i.e., moving from rval = 0.6 to rval = −0.6) results in a large energy spike, and
thus H18 transfer does not appear likely in solution.
Figure 8: Reaction coordinate calculated by modeling the transfer of H18 between O20 and N16. Rval =
-0.6 would indicate -BOH2 N bonding, while rval = 0.6 indicates -BOH NH bonding, rval > 0.6 indicates
shortening of NH bond beyond equilibrium value. Structures were taken from gas phase reaction path
optimizations H18 transfer optimizations and reoptimized with SM8/ωB97x-D/6-31++G**. As can be seen,
there is an energy minimum at rval = 0.6, which corresponds to an NH bond distance of 1.05 A˚, which is
seen in the SM8 geometry optimized structure. Thus, under the influence of SM8 water, hydrogen transfer
from N16 to O20 is not likely, unlike gas phase results.
It is not too surprising that H-transfer in vacuo appears likely/probable, but not so in im-
plicit solvent. Without the influence of a dielectric constant, strongly polarized neighboring
groups may seak energetic minima via intramolecular interactions. In implicit solvent, how-
ever, such electrostatic interactions will likely be weakened. However, utilizing an explicit
solvent model – which would provide change in dielectric as well as approximate entropic
contributions, and hydrogen bonding networks – could lower the barrier to H transfer in sol-
vent, despite implicit solvent results. As such, it will be important to investigate potential H
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transfer in future explicit solvent simulations. Furthermore, given that H transfer in implicit
solvent does not appear likely, saccharide binding to the fluorescent receptor could induce
strengthening of the N-H bond, and therefore prevent quenching by N, however TD-DFT
calculations would be required to resolve this hypothesis, and other research suggests the
fluorescence mechanism relies on vibrational-electronic coupling (i.e. the “loose-bolt” effect).
Implicit solvent tridentate binding modes: Tridentate binding modes for d-fructose
isomers were also explored with SM8 water optimizations. Table 3 shows the relative energies
for the six possible tridentate binding modes in kcal·mol−1, visualized in Figures 4 and
9. Both ωB97x-D and M06-2X results predict structure w as the lowest energy structure
followed by y, u, v, and finally z. Structure w is a β-d-fructofuranose (27-31%) binding mode
and thus it is relatively populated in solution. However, structure u represents binding of
β-d-fructopyranose, a more likely isomer in solution at 57-67%; ∆w/u is large, ∼ 6 kcal/mol,
which is nearly 3 times thermal energy at 2.4 kcal/mol. One could therefore consider since the
binding energy difference is large, and since there is a large difference in solution population
between furanose and pyranose forms that perhaps tridentate modes would be unlikely.
However, the difference between bidentate and tridentate binding modes would largely come
down to entropic contributions as a result of releasing another water molecule into solution.
As such, we cannot yet rule out tridentate modes w, y, and u as providing significant
contributions to d-fructose/DMPBA binding. In future work we plan to conduct free energy
simulations to calculate relative free energies between these tridentate complexes as well
as between tridentate complexes and bidentate complexes. Again, this result potentially
indicates why experimental resolution of the fructose binding to DMPBA is difficult: many
different motifs are likely.
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Conclusions
Gas phase geometry optimizations predict structure b to be the lowest energy bidentate
fructose binding mode to DMPBA and illustrated an interesting H18 transfer from N16 to
O20 in structures b, g, and f ; however reaction path optimization results indicate that
H18 is still tightly bound between both O20 and N16. Implicit solvent optimizations with
M06-2X and ωB97x-D predict that structures a, b, c, d, f, g, and n are the lowest energy
bidentate structures, compared to the other 13 structures, a prediction that is in agreement
with gas phase results. However, implicit solvent optimizations point to either c or b as
the lowest energy bidentate binding modes (considering only β-d-fructopyranose modes).
However, SM8/ωB97x-D results indicate potential for c and b to exist in solution in similar
populations as they are very close in energy. Finally, SM8 geometry optimizations indicate
w, a β-d-fructofuranose binding mode, to be the most favored tridentate binding mode with
the next most favorable binding mode being u. However, given β-d-fructofuranose is less
frequent in solution relative to β-d-fructopyranose, and given u is ∼ 6 kcal/mol higher in
energy (three times thermal energy) than w, we predict tridentate binding modes for fructose
to DMPBA may not be as likely as bidentate binding modes.
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Poor Performance of the B3LYP Method for BN Dative Bonds. J. Phys. Chem. A 2005,
109, 12014–12019, PMID: 16366656.
(45) All energy values listed herein are relative energies, i.e. relative to the lowest energy
structure per given method. As such when calculating differences between methods,
this is truly a ∆∆E = ∆EωB97x−D −∆EM06−2X .
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Figure 9: Final geometries of tridentate fructose receptor binding modes optimized with SM8/ωB97x-D/6-
31+G**.
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Table 2: Relative energies calculated from SM8 geometry optimizations of the bidentate fructose binding
modes. Energies are reported in kcal·mol−1 relative to the lowest energy structure. SM8/M06-2X/6-31+G**
optimization of j was unable to converge, and therefore no energy is reported in that case.
ωB97x-D M06-2X
6-31+G** 6-31+G**
a 2.24 2.39
b 0.95 1.47
c 1.31 0.00
d 2.45 8.75
e 6.54 5.84
f 1.87 2.69
g 0.00 1.77
h 21.59 21.01
i 93.49 17.12
j 10.57 –
k 8.14 7.34
l 23.37 22.37
m 7.41 9.67
n 1.85 2.21
o 9.58 9.05
p 18.99 18.05
q 19.99 20.74
r 23.80 25.62
s 6.84 5.00
t 11.52 11.38
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Table 3: Relative energies calculated from SM8 geometry optimizations of all 6 tridentate fructose bound
compounds. Energies are listed in kcal·mol−1 relative to the lowest energy structure.
ωB97x-D M06-2X
6-31+G** 6-31+G**
u 6.58 6.33
v 24.05 23.79
w 0.00 0.00
x 10.72 12.67
y 6.35 4.54
z 25.87 26.72
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Figure 10: TOC-image
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